
The gold standard
in real estate
acquisition.

BWS is the only dedicated real estate acquisitions consulting firm in the United

States. BWS unlocks high-quality, proprietary deal flow for real-estate reliant

businesses and investors that are driven by aggressive growth targets.

BWS's expertise is put into action from day one of an engagement. Customized

plans lay the groundwork for a 360-degree attack of the market, whether local,

regional or national. Through proactive and persistent off-market investigation

and a commitment to building rapport with market influencers, BWS generates

a higher volume of deal flow with generous alternatives for site selection.

Clients benefit from better negotiation postures, more favorable prices and less

risk.

Founded in 2014, BWS is a spinoff of established development powerhouse,

Blake Communities. The firm's comprehensive acquisitions solution is grounded

in two decades of development experience and hundreds of transactions.

Clients include public retailers, REITs, private and public homebuilders, private

equity funds and Fortune 500 companies.

Where acquisition
meets innovation

At BWS, delivering sustainable, high-growth real estate

opportunities is our sole priority. We achieve this through a

commitment to rigor, relationships, and results. Our 41-Point

Acquisition Playbook combines high-touch and high tech to

offer a first-of-its-kind, full-service solution to source, vet,

analyze and underwrite land acquisition.

Our Process

Market makers, not followers▸

Relationship-driven by default▸

Tech fast and forward▸

Powered by data and analytics▸

Exclusivity to industry or market▸

Exclusivity
BWS works with one client per industry, per market. This exclusivity

ensures alignment of interests and marries BWS to its clients. The client

derives the benefit of all deals generated by BWS in contracted markets.

BWS has a presence nationwide - allowing for the rollout of multiple

new markets at once, increasing investment and acquisition speed

and volume. As a result, BWS Clients are able to realize accelerated

revenue and improved return metrics across entire territories.

National Footprint

At BWS, our mission is to accelerate growth and long-term profitability

for businesses and investors.

To that end, we attract and retain high-performance professionals with

subject matter expertise in their respective industries. They leverage

institutional knowledge and business intelligence to deliver an

unmatched quality and volume of deal flow. Working in lockstep with

clients, our team is differentiated by its proactive, agile and aggressive

approach to driving returns.

"Business as usual" doesn't win for clients. The BWS team does.

Our People

Blake Communities, founded in 2003, is one of the largest

residential land development firms in the country. Backed by a

$12B hedge fund and Blake Investment Partners, the company

has built hundreds of communities for sophisticated

homebuilders.

Visit Website

Blake Investment Partners (BLAKE) is a private equity and real

estate private equity firm that capitalizes on opportunities that

create value. With offices in Atlanta, Tampa Bay, Charlotte and

Charleston, BLAKE has facilitated hundreds of transactions, with

a concentrated emphasis on real estate.

Visit Website

200+ Capital and development relationships ranging 
from local developers to programmatic institutional

investors.

rbrandt@blake-wilder.com

Office (727) 498-3330

Let's map out your
success!
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